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Kinney does a masterful job of making the mundane life of boys on the brink of adolescence
hilarious. Greg is a conflicted soul: he wants to do the right thing, but the constant quest for status
and girls seems to undermine his every effort. His attempts to prove his worthiness in the popularity
race (he estimates he's currently ranked 52nd or 53rd) are constantly foiled by well-meaning
parents, a younger and older brother, and nerdy friends. While Greg is not the most principled
protagonist, it is his very obliviousness to his faults that makes him such an appealing hero.
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Thank you to the translator for making this as close to the English as possible. I can use it with the
English copy and switch back and forth to help a young student learn English. With it and Duolingo,
we are making progress.

I'm learning Spanish and wanted to reach some children's books for practice but many of the normal
Kindle features do not work:* You cannot change the font. It is fixed to casual handwriting.* You
cannot change the font size in the normal way. If you enlarge the text, you have to scroll the page
sideways to read the end of each line, then scroll again to read the start of the next line.* You
cannot look up words in the dictionary.* You cannot use the Spanish to English translation

featureOn the positive side, the look of the original pages is preserved. The pages look like
notebook paper and the illustrations are still there. I recommend this for people who speak Spanish,
but not for people who are trying to learn Spanish.

I bought this book as a gift for my best friend but couldn't wait 'till he read it so I read it first. It's a
good book. Good Fun! I caught myself smiling from time to time...

Diario de Greg also known in the English language as â€œThe Diary of a Whimpy Kidâ€• is written
by Jeff Kinney. I have not read an English copy, but I found this Spanish language one most
intriguing. Any third grader and up will find reading Gregâ€™s diary really fun. The illustrations are a
plus! Greg is a typical boy around 8 to 10. Heâ€™s involved with saying silly things and doing really
dumb ones too. In this diary, Greg has to get his team, the tadpoles, in shape for the new school
year, but along the way, he has several other challenges. Like understanding his parents,
babysitting his younger brother and sharing with his older one. His friends are into video-gaming,
sports and not girls. It seems Greg never gets what he really wants, but it is funny reading about
how he tries. This copy contains a few graphic words for a ten year old. Reading it in Spanish really
re-enforced the language. Read it in Spanish and enjoy

The whole class read and used this for an entire term. What a great way to learn Spanish and
laugh!

this was a great book when I did receive it. loved it I choose this book in Spanish so my daughter
can try to read this book in Spanish. she was very excited to see that the diary of a wimpy kid book
was even in Spanish. it's not sold in stores in Spanish so we are very happy. In general no
complaints with the book....luv. I would recommend it. The only complaint was it took longer than I
thought to be delivered to my home.

We love having popular books in Spanish. This is a great opportunity to develop your child's
bilingual skills or to read in Spanish if that is your native language. By the way, my son loves the
series and can't wait to read every edition.

divertidisima, morÃ de la risa.
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